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CONSULTATION ON THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE HIGH-LEVEL EXPERT
GROUP ON REFORMING THE STRUCTURE OF THE EU BANKING SECTOR  -
RESPONSE BY THE MINISTRY OF FINANCE OF FINLAND

 The Ministry of Finance of Finland welcomes the opportunity to comment on the
Liikanen Report.

1. General comments

We welcome the report by the High-level Expert Group (HLWG) and the high quality
analysis of the European banking sector provided in the report. We believe that the
report constitutes a very good basis for further work. In this respect we would
welcome the Commission to adopt a Communication exploring the points made by the
HLWG.

We welcome, in particular, the discussion on the merits and drawbacks of the
separation of deposit banking and investment banking activities and urge the
Commission to further elaborate the points made by the HLWG. In this respect we
believe it is crucial for the integrity of the internal market that any separation
requirements will be adopted uniformly across the European Union.

We consider it of utmost importance that the objectives of a possible regulatory
initiative are clearly set out and that the concrete proposals are assessed against these
objectives. We consider that the potential objectives to be discussed could include:

ensuring that trading activities do not benefit from implicit public support for
deposit banks because of state guaranteed protection of deposits;
ensuring that deposit banking is protected from the volatility risks inherent to
trading activities;
facilitating the restructuring of SIFIs in crisis situations;
alleviating the “too big to fail” –problem;
making it easier to separate the two differing enterprise cultures; deposit banking
is usually characterised as being more conservative in its risk appetite, whereas
trading activities are considered as more risk taking;
enhancing transparency of the business structures, serving both the supervisors as
well as the markets

When carrying out this analysis, it should be noted, among other things, that banks’
business models differ between Member States, and even more so between banks
domiciled in the EU and those in the US. Accordingly, EU banks’ trading activities
correspond to a smaller relative share of the overall business activities if compared
with the corresponding relative share of US banks. Furthermore, the trading activities
of EU banks can hardly be blamed for the financial crisis, as noted also in the report.
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We also wish to remind that the European banking sector has been subject to an
unprecedented regulatory overhaul over the last decade, partly still underway. The
reforms include CRD I to IV, proposed reforms on DGS and crisis resolution, the ESA
regulations adopted two years ago and the proposed SSM regulation. In addition, the
prudential treatment of the trading book is currently being reassessed by the Basel
Committee. Bearing this in mind, we should be cautious about committing ourselves
to further major reforms until the previous changes to the EU banking legislation have
been agreed and fully implemented and their overall impact on the industry assessed.

It may therefore be advisable to carry out further reforms only after the
implementation and agreed/proposed phase-in period of the legislative measures
decided or proposed so far a s well as a reasonable period of gathering empirical
evidence on the impact of the new prudential framework.

As far as the regulatory proposals of the HLWG report are already covered by
legislative proposals currently discussed at political level, we note that the proposals
of the HLWG should be addressed in that context. However, the proposals of the
HLWG should not be allowed to endanger a fast adoption of the EU-proposals. In this
respect, we note in particular that the proposal for establishing a framework for the
recovery and resolution of credit institutions (Bank recovery and resolution directive,
hereinafter “BRR”)1 should sufficiently address the issue of effective resolution of
different corporate structures by way of allowing the authorities to require the
separation in the resolution plans, where necessary for effective resolution.

2. Separation of banking and trading activities

The attractiveness of a general legal obligation to separate banking and trading
activities within financial groups lies mainly in the increased transparency of the
business structure and clarity of the governance arrangements as well as increased
resolvability of large and complex banks, which may well justify the separation of
banking and trading activities for all large institutions. If done properly, the separation
could have a positive effect on market stability. In this respect, we welcome the
proposal of the HLWG. Yet again, the details of the proposal need to be analysed
carefully.

Among other things, the following points should be taken into account in the analysis:
the diversification of risks and revenues provided by the universal banking model
has a significant stabilizing effect for banks with such a business model;
separation of activities within a group subject to consolidation requirements has a
limited effect on a going concern basis, as the group as a whole must continue to
meet the consolidated capital (and liquidity) requirement and the parent
undertaking normally cannot afford any part of the group to become insolvent;
preventing the investment banking arm of the group from benefiting from implicit
public support would require a prohibition for the deposit banking arm or the
holding company of the group to fund the investment banking arm, which may
have a significant impact on the business of the investment banking arm.

1 Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council establishing a framework for the recovery
and resolution of credit institutions and investment firms - Brussels, 6.6.2012 - COM(2012) 280 final.
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With regard to the choice between the two policy options set out in the report, we are,
at this stage, in favour of introducing the separation between banking and trading
activities in the context of resolution plans as we see that the separation would mainly
serve the purpose of effective resolution, at least in the short run. This could also
allow a rapid implementation of the Liikanen proposal by incorporating it in the BRR,
which would be a useful political message.

We also draw attention to the objective set out in the report that deposit bank must be
insulated from the risks of the trading entity.  While the objective is to be supported,
the means for meeting that objective should be specified in more detail to allow a
proper assessment of the trade-off between going concern benefits of centralized
business models and a more effective resolution in a gone concern situation.

3. Bail-in

Appropriate bail-in mechanisms are pivotal to an effective crisis resolution framework
based on the responsibility of the industry itself for the costs of financial crises.
Finland supports the creation of uniform minimum standards for bail-in mechanisms.
It is of utmost importance, that the bail-in mechanism is credible in particular also in
context of SIFIs. A strong and efficient crisis resolution framework ensures that
failing banks are not bailed out by tax-payers money. Finland considers it important
that owners and creditors are the first ones to contribute to burden sharing when a
bank is failing.

In the short term, we prefer the solution proposed in the BRR where bail-in would be
applied to all (long term) debt (other than protected deposits), if losses still exist after
shares, hybrid instruments and junior debt instruments have been written down against
losses and only where the senior creditors would suffer greater losses without the use
of the bail-in tool (e.g. in regular bankruptcy proceedings).  Under these conditions
there should be no need to treat banks differently as creditors.

At a later stage, a separate obligation to issue convertible debt (“cocos”) not to be held
by other deposit banks could be considered, noting, however that it would constitute
one more additional capital buffer (which can also be described as another Tier of own
funds, a kind of “Tier 3”) on top of what is already proposed in the CRD IV. In line
with our general remarks, such new capital requirements should be considered if there
is empirical evidence on possible inadequacy of the capital requirements to be
introduced by the CRD IV, bearing in mind also the wide discretionary powers for
Member States to introduce higher capital buffers nationally.

However, in line with our general comments above, we do not find it realistic to
propose, at this stage, further rules on bail-in on top of what will be agreed under the
BRR.

The possibility of establishing a link between bail-in and bonuses should also be
further explored in the BRR –working group.
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4. Stricter capital requirements for trading book and real estate exposures an
loan ceilings

In general, we are supportive for the proposals of the HLWG. In line with our general
remarks and taking into account the supervisory discretion already built into the CRD
framework in respect of real estate exposures, we are not, however, in favour of
tightening the capital requirements before there is more empirical evidence of the
inadequacy of the CRD IV framework. It should also be borne in mind that the
internal models, if applied correctly, have a built-in mechanism to adjust the capital
requirement according to historical data so that their reliability will increase in the
course of time as the time series available will become longer. Therefore, if additional
floors are introduced, they should, at least initially, be only temporary.

We take it positively that, as a part of developing the macroprudential toolbox, also
the potential for harmonising loan ceilings will be explored.

5. Governance

We agree with the report’s overall standpoint that good governance is more important
to banks than in other industries. Governance should include adequate incentive
structures, in particular for the management and key risk takers.

We support, in particular, exploring the following proposals of the HLWG report, to
the extent these are not sufficiently covered by the ongoing CRD negotiations:

fit-and-proper tests should be applied when evaluating the suitability of the bank’s
(operative) management;
limiting the management’s variable pay to an absolute maximum proportion in
relation to his/her fixed remuneration or to the bank’s distribution to its
shareholders
limiting the management’s variable pay to instruments linked to the bank’s equity
that can also be uses as loss-absorbing debt instruments.

Strengthen boards and management

We agree with the report in that more attention needs to be given to the ability of
management and boards to run and monitor large and complex banks.  Non-SIFI’s
should, respectively, have reasonable flexibility. Given that more risky areas of
financial services are to be subjected to higher capital requirements, there should be a
consistency also in terms of the robustness of governance requirements.

We agree that fit-and-proper tests should be applied when evaluating the suitability of
the bank’s (operative) management.

With regard to candidates for non-executive positions in the Board, the use of the
same model in the evaluation of new candidates could be useful, but there should be
no formal requirement to follow the same process. This is because the role of the
(non-executive/supervisory) board is different from that of the (operative)
management and a different set of skills is needed. Also, the election process may be
different.
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Rein in compensation for bank management and staff

We support the proposed regulation of incentive schemes included in the CRD IV. We
agree that in some respects the rules in CRD III are vague and they may not prevent
excessive remuneration or eradicate unhealthy variable remuneration.

It is equally important that the incentive schemes are effectively tailored for the type
of business in question. A requirement to operate (high risk business, to be defined)
through a “legal entity” with independent capitalization, could facilitate the tailoring,
and also be more transparent regarding the outcome.

However, we wish to stress that any new regulatory action on incentive schemes
should be introduced globally, not only at an EU-level. Otherwise EU financial
institutions would be in a weaker position in the recruitment of the best resources.
Also the temptation to circumvent the restrictions would increase.

We agree that the proposed responsibility for the shareholders to decide on incentive
schemes could positively increase Board accountability and transparency towards
shareholders and the public. However, such a requirement should be introduced at a
general level, such as approving only the maximum amounts. As a matter of principle,
we see that the management of the bank, including remuneration to its employees and
key personnel,  should be within the powers of the management and not of the
shareholders in its operative details.


